CONSTRUCTION NOTES:

1. INSTALL 4" WHITE LINE AND PAINTED MARKERS PER DETAIL 8, CALTRANS STD. PLAN ADA.
2. INSTALL LOAD LINE PAINTED MARKERS PER "LOAD LINE DETAIL" ON SHEET SPD-401.
3. INSTALL 4" WHITE LINE AND PAINTED MARKERS PER DETAIL 38, CALTRANS STD. PLAN ADA.
4. INSTALL ROADSIDE SIGN USING STRAP AND SADDLE BRACKET METHOD PER CALTRANS STD. PLAN ADA.
5. INSTALL 4" WHITE LINE AND PAINTED MARKERS FOR LANE DROP PER DETAIL 378, CALTRANS STD. PLAN ADA.
6. INSTALL DOUBLE 4" YELLOW LINE AND PAINTED MARKERS PER DETAIL 22, CALTRANS STD. PLAN ADA.
7. INSTALL TYPE N, LIST OR RIGHT, ARROW PER CALTRANS STD. PLAN ADA.
8. INSTALL 12" WHITE LIMIT LINE OR CROSSWALK PER DETAIL 401, CALTRANS STD. PLAN ADA.
9. FURNISH AND INSTALL 1 POST ROADSIDE SIGN PER CALTRANS STD. PLAN ASBC.
10. FURNISH AND INSTALL 1 POST ROADSIDE SIGN IN MEDIAN PER CALTRANS STD. PLAN ASBC WITH MODIFIED GROUND CLEARANCE OF 1.5 FROM BOTTOM OF SIGN.
11. PAINT ISLAND NOSE YELLOW. SEE SPD-410 FOR DETAILS.
12. INSTALL EDGE OF TRAVELED WAY PAINTED MARKERS PER DETAIL 149, CALTRANS STD. PLAN ADA.
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LEGEND:
- PROPOSED SIGNING OR STRIPING
- EXISTING SIGNING OR STRIPING
- SIGNALIZED INTERSECTION
- "STOP" PAVEMENT MARKING
- "BOLD" PAVEMENT MARKING
- "ONLY" PAVEMENT MARKING
- PROPOSED PEDESTRIAN LIGHTING
- PROPOSED STREET LIGHTING

CONSTRUCTION NOTES:
1. INSTALL 4" WHITE LINE AND PAVEMENT MARKERS PER DETAIL 9, CALTRANS STD. PLAN A20A.
2. INSTALL "LEAD LINE" PAVEMENT MARKERS PER "LEAD LINE DETAIL" ON SHEET SPD-401.
3. INSTALL 4" WHITE LINE AND PAVEMENT MARKERS PER DETAIL 38, CALTRANS STD. PLAN A20B.
4. INSTALL ROADSIDE SIGN USING STRAP AND SADDLE BRACKET METHOD PER CALTRANS STD. PLAN A20A.
5. INSTALL 4" WHITE LINE PER DETAIL 278, CALTRANS STD. PLAN A20A.
6. INSTALL DOUBLE 4" YELLOW LINE AND PAVEMENT MARKERS PER DETAIL 22, CALTRANS STD. PLAN A20A.
7. INSTALL 4" WHITE LINE FOR LANE EXTENSION THROUGH INTERSECTION PER DETAIL 40, CALTRANS STD. PLAN A20D.
8. INSTALL "TYPE N", "LEFT" OR "RIGHT", ARROW PER CALTRANS STD. PLAN A24A.
9. INSTALL PAVEMENT MARKING PER CALTRANS STD. PLAN A24D.
10. INSTALL 12" WHITE LIMIT LINE OR CROSSWALK PER CALTRANS STD. PLAN A24E. CROSSWALK WIDTH=16'
11. INSTALL 4" WHITE LINE FOR LANE EXTENSION THROUGH INTERSECTION PER DETAIL 40, CALTRANS STD. PLAN A20D.
12. INSTALL "TYPE N", "LEFT" OR "RIGHT", ARROW PER CALTRANS STD. PLAN A24A.
13. INSTALL 12" WHITE LIMIT LINE OR CROSSWALK PER CALTRANS STD. PLAN A24E. CROSSWALK WIDTH=16'
14. INSTALL PEDESTRIAN LIGHTING PER DETAIL 278, CALTRANS STD. PLAN A20A.
15. INSTALL DOUBLE 4" YELLOW LINE AND PAVEMENT MARKERS PER DETAIL 22, CALTRANS STD. PLAN A20A.
16. INSTALL PEDESTRIAN LIGHTING PER DETAIL 278, CALTRANS STD. PLAN A20A.
17. INSTALL PAVEMENT MARKING PER DETAIL 278, CALTRANS STD. PLAN A20A.
18. INSTALL ROADSIDE SIGN USING STRAP AND SADDLE BRACKET METHOD PER CALTRANS STD. PLAN A24A.
19. INSTALL "TYPE N", "LEFT" OR "RIGHT", ARROW PER CALTRANS STD. PLAN A24A.
20. INSTALL PAVEMENT MARKING PER CALTRANS STD. PLAN A24D.
21. INSTALL 12" WHITE LIMIT LINE OR CROSSWALK PER CALTRANS STD. PLAN A24E. CROSSWALK WIDTH=16'
22. INSTALL PEDESTRIAN LIGHTING PER DETAIL 278, CALTRANS STD. PLAN A20A.
23. INSTALL ROADSIDE SIGN USING STRAP AND SADDLE BRACKET METHOD PER CALTRANS STD. PLAN A24A.
24. INSTALL "TYPE N", "LEFT" OR "RIGHT", ARROW PER CALTRANS STD. PLAN A24A.
25. INSTALL PEDESTRIAN LIGHTING PER DETAIL 278, CALTRANS STD. PLAN A20A.
26. INSTALL ROADSIDE SIGN USING STRAP AND SADDLE BRACKET METHOD PER CALTRANS STD. PLAN A24A.
27. INSTALL "TYPE N", "LEFT" OR "RIGHT", ARROW PER CALTRANS STD. PLAN A24A.
28. INSTALL PEDESTRIAN LIGHTING PER DETAIL 278, CALTRANS STD. PLAN A20A.
29. INSTALL ROADSIDE SIGN USING STRAP AND SADDLE BRACKET METHOD PER CALTRANS STD. PLAN A24A.
30. INSTALL "TYPE N", "LEFT" OR "RIGHT", ARROW PER CALTRANS STD. PLAN A24A.
31. INSTALL PEDESTRIAN LIGHTING PER DETAIL 278, CALTRANS STD. PLAN A20A.
32. INSTALL ROADSIDE SIGN USING STRAP AND SADDLE BRACKET METHOD PER CALTRANS STD. PLAN A24A.
33. INSTALL "TYPE N", "LEFT" OR "RIGHT", ARROW PER CALTRANS STD. PLAN A24A.
34. INSTALL PEDESTRIAN LIGHTING PER DETAIL 278, CALTRANS STD. PLAN A20A.
35. INSTALL ROADSIDE SIGN USING STRAP AND SADDLE BRACKET METHOD PER CALTRANS STD. PLAN A24A.
36. INSTALL "TYPE N", "LEFT" OR "RIGHT", ARROW PER CALTRANS STD. PLAN A24A.
37. INSTALL PEDESTRIAN LIGHTING PER DETAIL 278, CALTRANS STD. PLAN A20A.
38. INSTALL ROADSIDE SIGN USING STRAP AND SADDLE BRACKET METHOD PER CALTRANS STD. PLAN A24A.
39. INSTALL "TYPE N", "LEFT" OR "RIGHT", ARROW PER CALTRANS STD. PLAN A24A.
40. INSTALL PEDESTRIAN LIGHTING PER DETAIL 278, CALTRANS STD. PLAN A20A.
41. INSTALL ROADSIDE SIGN USING STRAP AND SADDLE BRACKET METHOD PER CALTRANS STD. PLAN A24A.
42. INSTALL "TYPE N", "LEFT" OR "RIGHT", ARROW PER CALTRANS STD. PLAN A24A.
43. INSTALL PEDESTRIAN LIGHTING PER DETAIL 278, CALTRANS STD. PLAN A20A.
44. INSTALL ROADSIDE SIGN USING STRAP AND SADDLE BRACKET METHOD PER CALTRANS STD. PLAN A24A.
45. INSTALL "TYPE N", "LEFT" OR "RIGHT", ARROW PER CALTRANS STD. PLAN A24A.
46. INSTALL PEDESTRIAN LIGHTING PER DETAIL 278, CALTRANS STD. PLAN A20A.
47. INSTALL ROADSIDE SIGN USING STRAP AND SADDLE BRACKET METHOD PER CALTRANS STD. PLAN A24A.
48. INSTALL "TYPE N", "LEFT" OR "RIGHT", ARROW PER CALTRANS STD. PLAN A24A.
49. INSTALL PEDESTRIAN LIGHTING PER DETAIL 278, CALTRANS STD. PLAN A20A.
50. INSTALL ROADSIDE SIGN USING STRAP AND SADDLE BRACKET METHOD PER CALTRANS STD. PLAN A24A.
GENERAL NOTES:
- OVERHEAD SIGN STRUCTURES AND LIGHTING TO BE CONSTRUCTED PER ALL APPLICABLE CALTRANS STANDARD PLANS.
- ALL SIGN PANELS SHALL BE GREEN BACKGROUND AND WHITE LEGEND.
- ALL SIGN PANELS SHALL BE ASTM TYPE XI REFLECTIVITY.
- ALL SIGN PANELS SHALL HAVE PREMIUM PROTECTIVE OVERLAY.
- CONTRACTOR SHALL LOCATE ALL EXISTING UTILITIES PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION AND NOTIFY ENGINEER.
- INSTALL HIGH REFLECTIVITY YELLOW PAINT ON CURB FACE, EXCEPT PAINT ON TOP OF CURB AND CURB FACE TO BEGIN OR END OF PANEL.
- INSTALL OH-3 MARKER, RS-2 AND/OR R4-7 SIGNS, ON TELESPAR POST, WHEN CALLED FOR IN PLAN.
- INSTALL OM-3 MARKER, RS-2 AND/OR R4-7 SIGNS, ON TELESPAR POST, WHEN CALLED FOR IN PLAN.
- CONTRACTOR SHALL LOCATE ALL EXISTING UTILITIES.
## TABLE OF RELOCATED CITY INFORMATIONAL SIGNS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIGN ID</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>SIGN TYPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>STREET NAME SIGNS (CENTURY &amp; 6TH)</td>
<td>GUIDE SIGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>STREET NAME SIGNS (CENTURY &amp; 7TH)</td>
<td>GUIDE SIGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>STREET NAME SIGNS (CENTURY &amp; 8TH)</td>
<td>GUIDE SIGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>STREET NAME SIGNS (CENTURY &amp; 9TH)</td>
<td>GUIDE SIGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>STREET NAME SIGNS (CENTURY &amp; 10TH)</td>
<td>GUIDE SIGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>STREET NAME SIGNS (CENTURY &amp; 11TH)</td>
<td>GUIDE SIGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>STREET NAME SIGNS (CENTURY &amp; 12TH)</td>
<td>GUIDE SIGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>STREET NAME SIGNS (CENTURY &amp; 13TH)</td>
<td>GUIDE SIGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Welcome to INGLEWOOD City of Champions James T. Butts, Jr. Mayor (blue)</td>
<td>INFORMATIONAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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